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Field components; full-FOV, full resolution 
Hinode/SOT-SP scan

Spots; rooted > 20 Mm  
below near surface shear layer?

Plage; no longer connected 
to global field?

Supergranulation; 
what sets the 

scale?

Granulation scale; 
set by surface dynamics



Dynamics; surface and 
convective flows

• Surface flux transport models 

• Differential rotation

• Meridional circulation 

• Diffusion

• Near surface shear layer (20 Mm?)


• Flux emergence

• Active regions

• Local “small scale”


What needs to be set for flux  
“box in the Sun”  

emergence Simulations? 
• Field strength

• Depth, and height, of simulation

• Shape/topology

• Twist

• Associated velocities

• Pre-existing ambient field


• QS

• Plage

• AR…

• …or none? 



ARs and spots
• Cheung et al. 2010 ApJ 720, Rempel & 

Cheung 2014, ApJ 785.


• Inserted a torus, at speed, with and 
without twist, without and with a torus 
aligned flow.


• Spectacularly successful! But…
Problems with formation of penumbrae. 
(Now resolved?)


• Flow leads to significant asymmetry 
between “leading” and “following” spot


• Decay through turbulent diffusion





Chen et al. ApJ 2017, 846, 149.
Fan & Fang 2014, ApJ 789, 35

“Correct” asymmetries set by properties of injected flux/flow



…and now all the way into the corona… 
Any outstanding problems?



Flux emergence in the Quiet Sun

Rincon & Rieutord 2018, LRSP 15, 6



• Two distinct populations of IN flux concentrations:

• Bipolar features represent emergence of new flux

• Unipolar features formed by coalescence of background flux

 Gosic et al., ApJ 2022 925, 188 



Magnetofrictional simulation

 Gosic et al., ApJ 2022 925, 188 

How much does this 
emerging flux 
contribute to 
chromospheric (and 
coronal) heating?



Quiet Sun EBs!

Joshi et al. 2020, A&A 641, L5, Joshi & Rouppe van 
der Voort 2022, A&A 2022, 664, 72.

•Smaller in size and weaker enhancement of the Hα wings 
than AR counterparts. 

•Estimate that about half a million QSEBs could be present 
in the lower solar atmosphere at any given time.

•Thus indication of omnipresent magnetic reconnection in 
the (lower) Quiet Sun chromosphere.

•QSEBs appear everywhere in QS, but more frequently 
near network where they are bigger, longer lived, and 
brighter.



…but no (not much) heating  
in the chromosphere and above?

 Gosic, De Pontieu, Sainz Dalda, ApJ 2022 925, 188 

Few specific events identified, but leaves 
open the possibility of contribution to the 
general “background heating” of the 
chromosphere.



Simulated QS/network

• a bigger box: 

• depth  8.5 Mm below, height 52 Mm above 

photosphere

• horizontal resolution 

• unsigned 


• movie roughly 40 minutes, 500 s cadence 


• some flux emergence events are visible

• synthetic IRIS Mg II k3 and 283.2 nm 

photosphere emission…

• …as well as Ca II 854.2 nm

72 × 72 × 60 Mm3

Δx = 100 km
|Bz | ≈ 30 G



TR or coronal response?

• movie roughly 35 minutes, 50 s cadence 


• both heating through braiding and as a result of 
flux emergence…


• …difficult to separate, but Tg at limb clearly 
shows emerging/expanding flux


• synthetic IRIS Si IV 139.3 as well as O V 17.2 nm 

• …and SDO/AIA 17.1 nm



Limb emission in TR 
and corona

• Note absorption in Fe IX 17.1 nm 
line


• How much cold material at great 
heights?



“Typical” Mg II k Spectra in a region of “typical” Quiet Sun 
IRIS raster 2014-02-25 18:59 UT, with co-temporal HMI magnetogram 

• Line core FWHM is > 0.05 nm (53 km/s) with k2 peak intensities of order 1 nW/m2/sr/Hz

• k3 is fairly deep of order 1/2 intensity of k2 peaks

• There is some asymmetry; the k2v peak is some 30% brighter than k2r

• Network is 2x brighter than “darkest” QS, clear correlation between photospheric fields and Mg II peak 

brightness 

• What is magnetic topology in the chromosphere here?

• What is the magnetic field strength in the photosphere? “Typical” average field strength  

(not measured here using HMI data)
⟨ |Bz |⟩ ≈ 60 Gauss



Comparison with “typical” quiet Sun model

• …maybe not “kind of OK” after all..

• Profiles are too intense, asymmetry is with stronger k2r than k2v, 

• And profiles too narrow,  0.027 nm (30 km/s) vs 0.05 nm

• Not enough dynamics in upper 
chromosphere? 

• Lack of opacity? 
• Simulated field too weak? 



“Bifrost is too diffusive”

Spatial mean spectra Ca II 854.2 nm

 vs Δx = 100 km Δx = 31 km



For Mg II too?  vs Δx = 100 km Δx = 50 km

Martinez-Sykora et al. ApJL 943, L14

• Doubling resolution does very little

•…and even going to 25x resolution 

( Δx = 4 km) is not sufficient to 
match observed width


•NB These low resolution models 
run w/o non-equilibrium H 
ionisation and Generalised Ohm’s 
Law  



Model with emergence of flux sheet.
• 72 x 72 x 60 Mm box

• Δx,y = 100 km horizontal

• Δz variable with 20 km in photosphere and 

chromosphere, larger in convection zone and 
corona


• Horizontal field of 100 G initial up to 
photosphere; nearly 0 G in corona


• Initial flux injection in whole domain 
 for 95 minutes


• Then Flux sheet with  or 70 
minutes followed by  for 150 
minutes


• Afterward  injected continually 
at lower boundary

By = 200 Gauss
By = 1000 Gauss
By = 2000 Gauss

By = 300 Gauss

Time
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Evolution as field emerges
• Unsigned flux goes from  to 

• Mg II k both chromospheric and coronal line (as 

opposed to Ca II K)

|Bz | ≈ 30 > 100 G



Chromosphere to 
lower corona

• Very clear response in chromosphere (Ca II K, 
but also Mg II k)


• Also TR (Si IV 139.3 nm) and lower corona (Fe IX 
17.1 nm) show clear response to flux emergence


• Also emergence in many other locations…



..and hotter corona, 
(even up to Fe XIX)

Fe XII 19.5 nm, Fe XV 28.4 nm, and  
(eventually) Fe XIX 10.8 nm



Limb view: even 
more cool material



Mg II line widths increase 
factor 2 - even with 

 Δx = 100 km



Discussion and Conclusions
• AR flux emergence informs us of the global dynamo and the state of the convection zone, 


• while network and internetwork flux emergence inform us of the layers above the near 
surface shear layer.


• Can we separate global fields from local fields when setting up simulations? The ambient 
coronal field plays an important role, how do we take this into account in limited size “box 
in the Sun” models?


• …is continual QS flux emergence energising the chromosphere and/or lifting cool material 
to significant heights?


• Alternately, are there other physical effects that need to be taken into account, such as 
ion-neutral effects, or can we trust that higher resolution models will save the day?



• Intensity of the line ; use of Eddington-
Barbier


• Line intensity determined by temperature of chromosphere, 
but also by how close source function S is to B; hence the 
opacity 

• High density/intensity if corona is hot and TR “low” or 

“deep”

• …which also will lead to “single peaked” profiles


• Line width dependent on 

• Velocity structure or “turbulence”

• Opacity broadening - how far out in  from line center 

before temperature begins to fall to k1?

Iν ≈ S(τν = 1)

κν(n, …)

ν

k3

Formation of the Mg II k line

To achieve high intensity we need high S => hot 
chromosphere at high opacity/density. 
Single peaked profiles need high S at k3 => high 
opacity/density at “top” of chromosphere 
Wide lines need extended dense chromosphere 

k1

k2

see Carlsson, Leenaarts, De Pontieu, “What Do IRIS Observations of Mg 
II k Tell Us about the Solar Plage Chromosphere?”, ApJL 809 L30


